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一、字彙【請依照句子前後文意，選出最適當的答案】 

(2)01. Professor Wang sent a _____ to John. If he is absent from the class again, he will get flunked.  

(1)recipe (2)warning (3)permit (4)ticket 

(4)02.George is always on time for every meeting, but today he was 30 minutes late. That's quite _____.  

(1)boring (2)active (3)confident (4)unusual 

(3)03.I love to see movies in a _____ because there're many choices of films, and the screens are bigger.  

(1)church (2)bakery (3)theater (4)clinic 

(3)04.When riding a motorcycle or a bike, you'd better wear a _____ to protect your head from serious injury if an acci-

dent happens.  

(1)costume (2)seatbelt (3)helmet (4)mask 

(4)05.As the world's average temperatures are getting higher every year, many people worry about this problem of 

_____ warming.  

(1)local (2)national. (3)regional (4)global 

(1)06.Tina enjoys a lot of sports, but she loves to play tennis the most. It's her _____ hobby.  

(1)favorite (2)imaginative (3)previous (4)painful 

(2)07.After proper training, dogs can _____ orders and do most of what their owners tell them to do.  

(1)praise (2)obey (3)trick (4)admit 

(4)08.The approaching severe typhoon will likely _____ a lot of buildings and facilities.  

(1)loosen (2)frighten (3)receive (4)damage 

(3)09.We have to stay _____ during an earthquake or in a fire and run for our life without panic.  

(1)fit (2)still (3)calm (4)proud 

(2)10.The famous general won a battle in 1984, but that was his only _____ before he retired.  

(1)crisis (2)victory (3)promise (4)document 

(4)11.I can't _____ so many things at a time; I need to write them down on a note.  

(1)remove (2)lengthen (3)guarantee (4)memorize 

(1)12.The iPhone has lots of _____ users and fans; no matter how expensive the phone is, they never buy or use other 

brands of phones.  

(1)loyal (2)creative (3)potential (4)suspicious 
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(2)13.That house is on fire now; we must call the fire department _____.  

(1)respectfully (2)immediately (3)considerably (4)unexpectedly 

(3)14.Andy loves to play games on his cellphone, and always gives his mom a _____ look whenever she wants him to 

put away his phone and study.  

(1)controversial (2)unanimous (3)reluctant (4)fragrant 

(4)15.During World War II, many Europeans would move deep into the mountains, which could _____ them from 

bombings and conflicts.  

(1)boast (2)manipulate (3)elaborate (4)shelter 

(3)16.Allen goes from school to school to _____ his anti-drug message.  

(1)hesitate (2)overhaul (3)promote (4)supplement 

(1)17.The authors of these two novels have the skill to make you feel _____ with their heroines.  

(1)empathy (2)suspension (3)discipline (4)exceptional 

(4)18.Councilors are looking at ways to reduce traffic _____ in the town center.  

(1)harmony (2)humility (3)municipality (4)congestion 

(1)19.Oil crisis and labor shortage are not the only problems _____ our economy.  

(1)plaguing (2)inflating (3)renovating (4)furnishing 

(3)20.Drivers are encouraged to keep appropriate tools in their car to help them break through car windows in case they 

are stuck in a ______ vehicle.  

(1)compiled (2)diversified (3)submerged (4)mediated 

 

二、文法測驗【請在下列各題中選出最適當的答案】 

(3)21.In order to get a higher salary and a better chance for promotion, I consider _____ abroad for Master's degree.  

(1)study (2)to study (3)studying (4)to studying 

(3)22.Japan is famous _____ its historical temples and delicious foods, and draws numerous tourists every year.  

(1)at (2)in (3)for (4)from 

(4)23._____ hungry and thirsty, Kevin searched around in the refrigerator for something to eat or drink.  

(1)Feel (2)Feels (3)Felt (4)Feeling 

(2)24.Besides reading novels and watching movies, I also love to _____ music.  

(1)listen (2)listen to (3)listening (4)listening to 

(1)25.Do you have _____ in your store? I need a unique present for my daughter's 18th birthday.  

(1)anything special (2)special anything (3)any thing special (4)special any thing 

(4)26.It was getting hot in the classroom yesterday but our teacher still didn't let us _____ the air-conditioner.  

(1)open (2)open on (3)turn in (4)turn on 

(3)27.There're many people _____ the baseball game on TV because if we win, we can play at the Olympics.  

(1)watch (2)watched (3)watching (4)have watched 

(2)28.Diana _____ for the first time when she was only two years old.  

(1)swim (3)swum 

(2)29.Peter always forgets things, and _____ his brothers.  

(2)swam (4)swimming 
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(1)so does (2)so do (3)neither does (4)neither do 

(3)30.My father was _____ to the hospital after a heart attack.  

(1)take (2)took (3)taken (4)taking 

(4)31.I have three sisters, two of _____ are nurses.  

(1)they (2)them (3)who (4)whom 

(1)32.My dad always helps my mom _____ dinner whenever possible.  

(1)cook (2)cooks (3)cooking (4)with cook 

(4)33.After _____ in the semifinal, the team had no chance for the championship.  

(1)lose (2)loses (3)lost (4)losing 

(1)34.In Taiwan, most people would not get married in lunar July, _____ is regarded as an unlucky month.  

(1)which (2)in which (3)where (4)when 

(4)35.If I _____ ten million dollars 10 years ago, I would have retired right away and travelled around the world.  

(1)had (2)had have (3)have had (4)had had 

(3)36.Could you please try to finish the project ______?  

(1)as possible as you can  (2)as possible as soon  

(3)as soon as possible (4)as soon as we can 

(4)37.They were all very tired, but _____ of them would stop to take a rest.  

(1)some (2)any (3)either (4)none 

(4)38.Mosquitoes spread diseases rapidly among humans, ______ causes far more deaths than we can imagine.  

(1)that (2)what  (3)where (4)which 

(1)39.The farmer did not pick the apples; rather, he _____ them fall to the ground when they were ripe.  

(1)let (2)got (3)had  (4)made 

(2)40._____ that faced them as they tried to build the world's first solar water purifier.  

(1)The problems were such as 

 

三、克漏字測驗【請依照句子前後文意，選出最適當的答案】 

第一篇： 

American scientists have reported the first successful sexual reproduction of Atlantic coral in a laboratory setting. 

Researchers at the Florida Aquarium in Tampa recently announced their results. Corals are groups of small organisms 

called polyps. These polyps live within a hard skeleton    41    limestone. Millions of corals grow together to form coral 

reefs. The reefs support many kinds of sea life. Coral reefs also support fishing activities and protect inland waterways. 

Corals can reproduce either asexually or sexually. In sexual reproduction, some corals produce sperm and eggs and re-

lease them into the water. The eggs and sperm    42    to form free-floating larvae. The larvae are fertilized within the 

body of a polyp or in the water in a process called spawning.  

The laboratory experiment at the Florida Aquarium involved inducing corals to release their eggs and sperm in labo-

ratory tanks. The Florida Aquarium team had to control the tank to create conditions as similar as    43    in a natural 

ocean environment. Their effort included changing the temperatures in summer and winter and using technology to rec-

reate sun and moon activity.    44    conditions serve as the biological signs for the organisms that it is time to spawn.  

(2)Such were the problems 

(3)Such the problems as (4)The such problems there were 
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The scientists plan to use the method to spawn new coral colonies to help repopulate Florida' s struggling coral reefs

. One scientist said there are many causes for the widespread destruction of Atlantic coral. All,    45    , are exacerbated 

by climate change. She added that there are very few adult colonies of this coral species still living. So, the new labora-

tory spawning can make a huge difference in coral restoration efforts in Florida and elsewhere.  

(4)41.(1)made out  (2)made from  (3)made up  (4)made of  

(2)42.(1)send  (2)join  (3)remove (4)apply  

(1)43.(1)those (2)these (3)which (4)what  

(3)44.(1)So (2)As (3)Such (4)Enough  

(4)45.(1)therefore (2)instead  (3)likewise (4)however  

第二篇： 

Drinking an extra cup ofcoffee—or other caffeinated beverage—could increase the odds of a migraine among those 
prone to getting them, a new study suggests. Harvard researchers found that having a third cup of coffee, for example, if 

you regularly drink one to two, might    46   an extreme headache, according to a study published recently. 

“In patients with episodic migraine, one to two caffeinated drinks were not   47   getting a migraine on the same 

day,” said the study' s lead author, Elizabeth Mostofsky. Three drinks,    48   , were linked to a greater risk of having a 

migraine that day. “These findings would suggest that you    49   yourself to no more than two servings a day of caf-

feinated beverages,” Mostofsky said. 

To look at the impact of caffeine onmigraines, Mostofsky and her colleagues recruited 98 volunteers, the majority of 

whom were women, who experiencedtwo to 15 headaches per month. The volunteers were asked to keep diaries that  

   50   lifestyle factors, such as caffeine and alcohol consumption, physical activity and stress levels, for at least six 

weeks. 

(1)46.(1)trigger  (2)prevent (3)control  (4)extinguish  

(2)47.(1)resistant to  (2)associated with  (3)interested in  (4)disconnected from  

(4)48.(1)moreover (2)likewise (3)henceforth  (4)however 

(3)49.(1)compare (2)examine (3)limit  (4)tend  

(3)50.(1)replaced  (2)ensured (3)tracked (4)produced  

 

四、閱讀測驗【請在下列各題中選出最適當的答案】 

第一篇： 

Tim Samaras, an American engineer and storm chaser, spent 25 years going after tornadoes across the United States. 

His passion for this had made him constantly look for new ways to study, measure, and understand their destructive 

power. 

In 2003, Tim developed a new type of equipment that could gather all kinds of information from within a tornado. 

In June of that year, he successfully dropped one of his devices inside a category F4 tornado. A storm with such level of 

intensity packs winds of up to 418 kilometers per hour, which can cause disastrous damages. Thanks to Tim' s intelli-

gence and bravery, weather agencies were able to gain a new understanding of the huge pressure changes that occur in-

side tornadoes. 

One of the main focuses of Tim' s work was to increase the warning time for those living in the so-called Tornado 

Alley, which is located across the American Midwest and South, where these twisters are most frequent. Tim hoped to 

give people a longer period of time to evacuate from dangerous areas.  

Sadly, on May 31st, 2013, Tim and his son Paul were killed while chasing down a tornado in Oklahoma. Tim leaves 

behind a legacy of innovations in the field of storm research. These include new ways of measuring wind speed and  
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direction, tracking down their paths,and monitoring them with 360-degree cameras. 

Discovery Channel Networks Group President Eileen O'Neil, who produced the show Storm Chaserswith Tim, had 

many great memories and kind words to say about him. She recalled that when violent tornadoes threatened communi-

ties, Tim was one of the few people who would run toward the storm rather than away. It was him, she added, that im-

proved early warning systems and saved countless lives. 

(2)51.Which of the following is TRUE about Tim Samaras?  

(1)He chased storms by using the same simple devices throughout his career. 

(2)He had followed and studied tornadoes for a quarter of a century. 

(3)He once dropped into a tornado in 2003 and survived successfully. 

(4)He and his son died while chasing tornadoes in 2013 and 2016, respectively. 

(3)52.What is one of the main purposes of Tim's work on chasing tornadoes?  

(1)To prove that he can get into a tornado and return safe and sound. 

(2)To make a documentary film and win the Academy Awards. 

(3)To give earlier alarms and thus moretime to people for escape. 

(4)To show his bravery and set an example for his son. 

(1)53.Which of the following is NOT TRUE about Tornado Alley?  

(1)It was named in honor of the first American tornado chaser Alley O'Neil. 

(2)It spans from American Midwest to Southern states. 

(3)It is where tornadoes strike most often in the U.S..  

(4)People living in it used to have very short time to run away from tornadoes. 

(4)54.What does the article end with?  

(1)Tim's mottos and words before he chased his last tornado. 

(2)Theauthor's touching comments on Tim's contributions. 

(3)Thank-you notes from people saved by Tim's warnings. 

(4)Memorial words from a co-producer of Tim's TV show. 

(3)55.What would be the best title for this article?  

(1)An American Tornado Killer (2)The Risky Chases of Tornadoes 

(3)A Storm-Chasing Legend (4)The Science of Chasing Storms 

第二篇： 

Major supermarkets say the ban on plastic bags diverted about 4.7 billion single-use plastic bags from landfill in 12 

months, but a research study says the policy may be doing more harm than good. University of Sydney economist Re-

becca Taylor studied a similar policy in California to analyze the behavior of consumers when it comes to bags and re-

cycling.She said the stores gave out fewerbags, but the shoppersstill needed something to put rubbish in at home or pick 

up dog poo with. “What I found was that sales of garbage bags actually skyrocketed after plastic grocery bags were 

banned,” Dr.Taylor said. 

According to her study, the purchase of small plastic bags jumped by 120 per cent. Consumers typically used the 

reusable bags for rubbish, which was problematic because they're thicker than the single-use bags and take longer to 

break down in landfill. According to her, about 30 per cent of the plastic that was eliminated by the ban came back in 

the form of thicker garbage bags. The economist cast doubt on the success of the environmental policy. “If we don't 

consider the thickness and the types of bags, we could be substantially over-estimating the benefits of the policy,” Dr. 

Taylor said. 
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(2)Single-use plastic bags are banned.  

(3)Supermarkets are not allowed to sell cotton bags.  

(4)Consumers need to pay for reusable plastic bags that are usually thinner.  

(1)58.Which of the following is NOT true about Dr. Taylor's study?  

(1)It was conducted in stores in Sydney.  

(2)The study found that many consumers were willing to pay for the thicker reusable plastic bags.  

(3)The study cast doubt on the success of the ban.  

(4)The findings of the study were contrary to what people usually think.  

(3)59.According to the passage, what do major supermarkets think of the ban?  

(1)It benefits the environment because thicker reusable bags are water proof.  

(2)It boosted their income dramatically because consumers need to pay for plastic bags.  

(3)It helps the environment by reducing single-use plastic bags.  

(4)It caused their sales to drop because of the inconvenience to consumers.  

(2)60.Which of the following can be inferred from the passage?  

(1)Cotton shopping bags might cause more damage to the environment than reusable plastic bags. 

(2)When studying the effect of the ban on plastic bags,thickness of the bags should be taken into account. 

(3)Reusable plastic bags contain chemicals that help some plants grow in the landfill. 

(4)Thicker garbage bags help the environment stay clean because they don't break easily. 

Hazardous materials management expert Dr. Trevor Thornton echoed the economist's concerns. “Garbage bags are 

only used once,” he said. “They generally have more plastic. They're heavier. They're often colored and perfumed so 

there are chemicals in them.” 

(4)56.What is the main idea of the passage?  

(4)The ban on plastic bags might not really benefit the environment.  

(2)57.Which of the following is true about the ban on plastic bags?  

(1)The ban on plastic bags has changed people's shopping behavior.  

(2)More major supermarkets will implement the plastic ban policy.  

(3)More studies should be conducted on the effect of the ban on plastic bags.  

(1)All plastic bags are banned in supermarkets.  


